
Sign the Petition to be sent to Greg 

Clark here
 To: Greg Clark, Secretary of State for 

Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy

    Don't fast-track fracking

Don’t forget to check the latest news 

on our website and from Drill or Drop

www. frackfreeisleofwight.org                                 Frack Free Isle of Wight. @FrackFreeIOW 

Consultations
It has been a busy two months for FFIOW with 

government consultations and statements being 

issued and responded to.

The New National Planning Policy Framework 

(NPPF) has attracted a lot of attention. 

Essentially it insits that local authorities give 

weight to planning permissions for fracking for 

shale gas  extraction and suggests moves to 

remove local decision making on applications 

towards the OGA and BEIS.

We have responded to the consultation.

Just after this, before the ink was dry on the 

consultation process Greg Clark issued a Written 

Ministerial Statement which basically 

suggested that all drilling except for fracking be 

permitted development. This would mean 

operators would avoid the need to go through 

the normal local planning system. 

Additionally fracking would be considered part of 

a Nationally Significant Infrastructure scheme. 

This would mean planning applications would be 

decided by a government-appointed inspector, 

rather than local planning authorities.

Read The Reactions Here 

If you are concerned and want to take action 
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Newsletter
Not One Well

May/June 2018May/June 2018

 Sign the Friends of the Earth Petition 

hereGroup 

An All Party Parliamentary Group has been 

set up to review the Impacts of Shale Gas. We 

have written to MP Lee Rowley, who leads the 

group with our concerns and to ask to consider 

bringing acidisation under the umbrella of 

unconventional drilling.

Read our email here

Events
On May 13th we spent the morning at Arreton 

Barnes meeting the walkers during Walk The 

Wight and offering them sweets and stickers 

to raise awareness of the impending planning 

application for Arreton. We managed to sticker 

over 700 people. 

For more photos click on the photo below

 

On June 9th held an updated Presentation Day 

at Arreton Community Hall. Both sessions were

well attended. Chris Dodd was there to present 

us with his image construct he calls “Isle of Wight

Fracking?” Click on the image for photos of the day.
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Action Updates

Behind The Scenes
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IWC Pension Fund

UKOG have issued a statement that they are 

applying to become an industry operator 

rather than investment company. Not sure of 

the implications of this as yet. 

Also they published a further financial 

statement that £5.5 milion of finance were 

raised by shares marketed at preferential low 

rates to investors. With these funds they say 

they are going to do the following:

• Funding its portion of the Horse Hill-2 

appraisal well.

• Prepare and submit regulatory 

applications to convert Horse Hill into 

production given a successful Extended 

Well Test

• Lease two well sites, prepare and 

submit regulatory applications for 

two new exploration wells in 

PEDL234,

• Lease well site, prepare and submit 

regulatory applications necessary to 

drill and appraise the Arreton oil 

discovery, which currently has an 

estimate of 10.2 million barrels UKOG 

Net P50 Contingent (recoverable) 

Resources.

• Funding UKOG's share of the planned 

Portland and Kimmeridge Holmwood 

exploration well which currently has 

an estimate 0.92 million barrels 

UKOG Net P50 Prospective Resources.

FFIOW considers this to be a probable 

indication that UKOG is in financial difficulty 

since they have already taken out several 

previous loans. They still have not managed 

to extract the amounts of oil promised from 

any of their sites and the Markswells wood 

site was dropped.

Additionally they have the expense of the up 

coming injunction case which is being heard 

at the courts in early July.We will keep you 

posted.

On 18th May we asked the following question at 

the Pension Fund Meeting at IWC.

”UNISON’s conference motion passed in 2017 

stated;  “By divesting the £14 billion currently 

invested in fossil fuels, local councils can take 

an important step forwards in challenging 

climate change.”

Is the Pension Committee considering 

supporting this statement, by reviewing its 

current £43 million investment in fossil fuels 

and associated pooled funds?”

They responded (paraphrased) that future plans 

for the committee will include the review of its 

investment strategy including Environment, 

Social and Governance risk policy, as well as its 

attitudes to socially responsible investments. 

We then asked,

“Since Oil & Gas companies only make up 15% 

of the FTSE 100, and the MSCI World Index (an 

index of global stock markets) has only 6.1% 

in energy and 5.2% in related “materials” so 

under 12% between them, would they 

consider divesting from fossil fuels since 

there are so many other profitable companies 

to choose from?”

They stated (paraphrased) that since the IWC 

fund is part of a combined strategy with 

Hampshire they rely upon their investment 

managers advice to provide a balanced 

investment portfolios that reflect their proposals 

and manage an effective fund. 

Also that the public would be welcome to attend 

an open forum regarding investments. 

 

Chale Show
This year we will be at the Chale Show again on 

Saturday 4th and Sunday 5th August. This time 

located inside the main Marquee. 

Come and have a chat and pick up resources to 

take away and share in your area.

In The News
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Don’t Miss Out on the latest news and 

updates.

Only half of our original number of 

subscribers have re- subscribed.

We are sending this Newsletter to all of our 

original listing as a final reminder just in 

case you  have forgotten to re-subscribe.

You can re-subscribe HERE

From the end of June we will only make 

contact and send newsletters to our 

updated subscription list.

All major developments will still appear on 

the HOME Page and LATEST NEWS page of 

the website and on facebook.

 

The core committee has decided to 

postpone the July and August 

meetings to await news regarding the 

fortunes of UKOG.

Future meeting dates may also be 

changed from Mondays to make it 

possible for more of the core committee 

to attend.

We will contact all subscribers with time 

and place details if we need to call a 

general public meeting. 

Have you Re-subscribed?
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What Can I do?

There is still time to donate

UKOG Injunction Hearing.
The High Court Hearing for the UKOG injunction 

against persons unknown is being held during 

the first week of July. FFIOW is being 

represented at this hearing and the 

Defendants are crowd funding to help pay 

costs. The outcome of this trial will determine 

if or how we can continue to campaign.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO MAKE A CROWD FUND DONATION, 

NO MATTER HOW SMALL, TO SUPPORT THE DEFENCE 

AGAINST UKOG, PLEASE CLICK HERE AND SHARE

Every WHITE Not One 

Well T shirt bought will 

provide a £3 donation to 

our funds

Click on the image  to go 

to the site.

https://frackfreeisleofwight.

teemill.co.uk/

All profits go to FFIOW 

funds.

Buy a T Shirt !

IWC Environment Conference
Several of us attended the full day 

environment conference, hosted by the 

council, to highlight policy ideas and 

community opinions for the new Island 

Environment Policy.  Our main focuses were 

protection of our aquifers and water supplies; 

preventing land pollution; improving open 

community discussion with council without 

political agendas; community involvement for 

promotion of localised green space 

husbandry; and investment in energy 

efficiency and environmental enhancement in 

new housing developments,  including 

increasing island wide green corridors and 

localised sustainable energy hubs.

Minerals And Waste
We successfully put forward ideas and  

recommendations to planning councillors, on 

how we can offer our support in developing  

legal policy statements on fossil fuel extraction 

on the island, for consideration for inclusion in 

next year’s review of the Minerals and Waste  

Policy.

       

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
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